
EASY TO USE and RELIABLE

INNOVATIVE burner and pump 
technology

PRECISE FLAME CONTROL

COMPACT

The legendary OPTIMUS NOVA is the 
benchmark for today’s multifuel expe-
dition stoves. This award winning work-
horse has cooked millions of meals 
in the wilderness, and has become a 
favorite among serious backpackers. 
Why? A patented quick-priming burner, 
the self-purging aluminium pump and a 
built in magnetic cleaning needle are all 
features that ensure reliability and ease 
of use in all conditions. The single jet 
multifuel technology provides versatility 
throughout the world. Thanks to the 
collapsible turbine shaped pot support, 
a folding flame control and a new stuff 
bag pack size is minimal. Despite the 
small format OPTIMUS NOVA offers 
stability for large sized pots. To top 
things off, we build the OPTIMUS 
NOVA using Swedish stainless steel. 
So go out and get cooking!

LIGHTWEIGHT – 93 g

COMPACT - foldable burner head

INNOVATIVE PACKING under gas 
canister

POWERFUL – 3000 W

The OPTIMUS CRUX is so lightweight 
and compact that you won’t even know 
you’re carrying this powerful 3000W 
burner. Thanks to an innovative folding 
burner head and the convenient strap-
on protective stuff bag, Optimus Crux 
packs down to nothing and stores in 
the empty base of your LP-gas canister. 
A technical wonder designed for weight 
chasers who refuse to compromise 
cooking performance. Enjoy every 
meal!

A MOMENT OF PEACE
The outdoor life is very much associated with with physical activity and movement, 
often struggling with the weather at the same time. But isn’t it a little odd that the 
times you really enjoy your trip are often when you’re completely at rest?

This is the picture that we at OPTIMUS have before us when we develop our 
products. We want to give you the opportunity of a “moment of peace”, no matter 
whether you’re making an unaided crossing of Antarctica, or just camping with the 
family.

YOUR CHOICE OF STOVE
The critical factor to bear in mind when choosing a stove is whether to use gas or 

liquid fuel.

Gas stoves are simplest. many people who cooks in the outdoors 
choose a gas stove because of its simplicity. You don’t have to fill it with 

fuel, it’s quick to light, and easy to control. The disadvantages of gas stoves are that 
they are less powerful when it’s cold, and that it can be difficult to get hold of the 
right gas bottles.

If you want maximum performance for minimum weight, you should choose the 
OPTIMUS CRUX. Folded, you can carry it in your jeans pocket, yet unfolded and at 
full power it will boil a litre of water in 3 minutes. If you want a more solid stove with 
the same high power, and a few grams here or there don’t matter much, choose the 

OPTIMUS STELLA+.

A multi-fuel stove, as the name implies, gives you the flexibility of using 
different fuels. If you travel abroad a lot, or live out of a backpack for 
long periods, you can use whatever fuel is available. And if you like being 
outdoors throughout the year, there’s no problem with cooking for yourself 
under cold-weather conditions.

Our prize-winning old workhorse, the OPTIMUS NOVA, has endured every concei-
vable sort of hardship throughout the world. Now, the family has a newcomer in the 
OPTIMUS NOVA+, which is a development of the Nova in which we have, among 
other things, moved the controls away from the burner.

Don’t forget to take spares when you go on longer trips. Visit us on www.optimus.se 
to see our complete range of spares and accessories.

OPTIMUS
STELLA+

OPTIMUS
NOVA

OPTIMUS
NOVA+

OPTIMUS
HIKER+

OPTIMUS
CRUX

SAFE and PRECISE FLAME 
CONTROL at a distance from burner

BUILT-IN PIETZO IGNITER

COMPACT – folds down to 35 mm

POWERFUL – 3000 W

The OPTIMUS STELLA+ combines the 
ease of LP-gas with the persistence 
of a liquid fuel stove. Thanks to the inno-
vative patented foldable burner head, 
OPTIMUS STELLA+ packs down to a 
slim 35 mm that will fit anywhere in your 
backpack. When the stove is unfolded 
for cooking it is capable of accommoda-
ting large sized pots up to 4 kg. A built 
in piezo igniter is cleverly integrated with 
the gas valve at a safe distance from 
the burner thus allowing the stove to be 
wind screened. So much stove, so little 
wasted space.

OPTIMUS
TRANGIA ADAPTER

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY built on 
Optimus Nova

Optimus Powerline™ for SAFE and 
PRECISE FLAME CONTROL at a 
distance from the burner

The OPTIMUS NOVA+ is exactly what 
the name suggest, a stove with the per-
formance of the original award winning 
Optimus Nova – plus a little more. The 
OPTIMUS NOVA+ features our field 
proven quick priming patented burner 
with built in magnetic cleaning needle. It 
has been upgraded with the new patent 
pending Powerline™ control valve that 
uses the fuel hose as an extension to 
the valve. Flame control is now done 
by simply twisting the green control at 
the end of the hose. A perfect solution 
when you are trying to control the flame 
of a wind shielded stove with gloves on. 
It is also safer since operating the stove 
is done remotely, at a safe distance 
from the flame. So, no matter what the 
conditions the OPTIMUS NOVA+ will 
cook up meals that will make you feel 
right at home in nature.

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY built on 
Optimus Nova

ONE PIECE DESIGN – just open the 
lid and the stove is ready!

The OPTIMUS HIKER+ is a classic! 
For 70 years this stove has been 
getting the job done. Now it has been 
upgraded with the award winning 
Optimus Nova burner. The rugged and 
compact steel case protects the tank 
and burner when packed.

 
Users of the Trangia stove who are looking for multi-
fuel stove performance will appreciate the OPTIMUS 
TRANGIA ADAPTER. With this simple adapter you 
can convert the Optimus Nova and Optimus Nova+ 
stoves to fit into a Trangia stove.
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Enjoy nature responsibly!



OPTIMUS
ARCTIC FUEL

OPTIMUS ARCTIC FUEL contains 
a premium chemically clean heptane 
based gasoline/petrol with high energy 
content. It is specifically designed for 
trouble free use in high performance 
multifuel and gasoline stoves.

The fuel bottles have a safety dispenser 
that ensures safe and easy filling without 
spillage. Sizes: 0.45 L and 1 L.

OPTIMUS
PRODUCT GUIDE

OPTIMUS of Sweden | COOKING SINCE 1899www.optimus.se

INSULATED STUFF BAG saves fuel 
and keeps food hot longer.

DUPONT™ TEFLON™ COATING

HARD-ANODIZED ALUMINIUM

The OPTIMUS TERRA is more than 
just a hard-anodized aluminium cook 
set. The slim-fit stuff bag works as 
insulation keeping your food hot, your 
fingers from burning and saving fuel 
by reducing warm-keeping time. When 
packed the stuff bag protects the non-
stick surfaces and eliminates pan rattle 
when hiking. OPTIMUS TERRA is an 
essential part of a hot meal system that 
will change the way you handle out-
door cooking. Meals can cook ready 
inside the stuff bag, so hurry – turn 
your stove off.

INCLUDES NYLON/NEOPRENE INSULATION 
BAG, HARD-ANODIZED ALUMINUM 
AND DUPONT TM TEFLON COATED 1.65 L 
GOURMET POT AND FRYING PAN, HARD-
ANODIZED ALUMINUM 1.70 L LIGHTWEIGHT 
POT AND POT GRIPPER.

OPTIMUS
GAS
OPTIMUS GAS is a premium blend 
of 70% butane and 30% propane to 
ensure stove performance even when 
the conditions are a bit brisk. It is the 
perfect choice for extendend 3-season 
use with any of Optimus gas stoves. The 
canister comes in two sizes, M: 220 g and 
L: 440 g.

The canister is protected from 
damages with a smart seal that 
indicates if the canister is unused 
or not.

QUICK STOVE FACTS
OPTIMUS 
CRUX

OPTIMUS 
STELLA+

OPTIMUS 
NOVA

OPTIMUS 
NOVA+

OPTIMUS 
HIKER+

LP-gas 70/30 
butane/propane

LP-gas 70/30 
butane/propane

Optimus Arctic 
Fuel, White gas, 
Kerosene, Diesel 
and Jet Fuel

Optimus Arctic 
Fuel, White gas, 
Kerosene, Diesel 
and Jet Fuel

Optimus Arctic 
Fuel, White gas, 
Kerosene, Diesel 
and Jet Fuel

93 g (3.3 oz) 250 g (9 oz) 321 g (11.3 oz)

   435 g (15.3 oz)

311 g (11 oz)

   425 g (15 oz)

1590 g (56 oz)

L: 84 mm (3.3 in) 
W: 57 mm (2.2 in) 
H: 31 mm (1.2 in)

L: 105 mm (4.1 in) 
W: 105 mm (4.1 in) 
H: 35 mm (1.3 in)

L: 90 mm (3.5 in) 
W: 65 mm (2.5 in) 
H: 140 mm (5,5 in)

L: 86 mm (3.4 in) 
W: 67 mm (2.6 in) 
H: 125 mm (5 in)

L: 180 mm (7 in) 
W: 180 mm (7 in) 
H: 110 mm (4 in)

3000 W 3000 W 2850 W 2850 W 2850 W

Up to 60 minutes 
at maximum 
output (220 g 
canister)

Up to 60 minutes 
at maximum 
output (220 g 
canister)

Up to 2 hours at 
maximum output 
with M size fuel 
bottle (using 
450 ml fuel)

Up to 2 hours at 
maximum output 
with M size fuel 
bottle (using 
450 ml fuel)

As little as 
3 minutes 
depending on 
climate, altitude 
etc.

As little as 
3 minutes 
depending on 
climate, altitude 
etc.

As little as 
3,5 minutes 
depending on 
climate, altitude 
etc.

As little as 
3,5 minutes 
depending on 
climate, altitude 
etc.

As little as 
3,5 minutes 
depending on 
climate, altitude 
etc.

Includes burner 
with valve and 
stuff bag

Includes burner 
with hose and 
valve, wind 
shield and stuff 
bag.

Includes burner, 
pump, wind shield, 
tool, stuff bag, wear 
parts and lubricant 
(fuel bottle NOT 
included)

Includes burner, 
pump, M size 
fuel bottle, wind 
shield, tool, stuff 
bag, wear parts 
and lubricant.

Includes com-
plete stove with 
built in tank and 
pump. Tool

OPTIMUS WINDFOIL
Decrease boiltime and save fuel when 
cooking with this light weight aluminium 
wind screen. Included with the Optimus 
Stella+, Nova and Nova+ stoves.

OPTIMUS 
MAINTENANCE KIT
Always buckle up! Bring a Optimus maintenance 
kit along and you will be able to service your 
stove wherever you go.

OPTIMUS FUEL BOTTLES
Optimus fuel bottles are suitable for transporting 
and pressurizing all kinds of liquid fuel. Thanks to a 
unique hardening process, these bottles are strong 
and durable, yet surprisingly light weight. Available 
in three sizes: S: 0.4 L, M: 0.6 L and L: 1 L.

OPTIMUS
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
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TERRA
Optimus is an all-Swedish company 
that has been manufacturing open-
air stoves for more than a century. 
Since our formation in Stockholm in 
1899, we have been developing and 
improving our products to become 
the clear first choice of demanding 
users throughout the world.
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